Prolonged weight-shift and altered spinal coordination during sit-to-stand in practitioners of the Alexander Technique
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A B S T R A C T

The Alexander Technique (AT) is used to improve postural and movement coordination and has been reported to be clinically beneficial, however its effect on movement coordination is not well-characterized. In this study we examined the sit-to-stand (STS) movement by comparing coordination (phasing, weight-shift and spinal movement) between AT teachers (n = 15) and matched control subjects (n = 14). We found AT teachers had a longer weight-shift (p < 0.001) and shorter momentum transfer phase (p = 0.01), than control subjects. AT teachers also increased vertical foot force monotonically, rather than unweighting the feet prior to seat-off, suggesting they generate less forward momentum with hip flexors. The prolonged weight-shift of AT teachers occurred over a greater range of trunk inclination, such that their weight shifted continuously onto the feet while bringing the body mass forward. Finally, AT teachers had greatly reduced spinal bending during STS (cervical, p < 0.001; thoracic, p < 0.001; lumbar, p < 0.05). We hypothesize that the low hip joint stiffness and adaptive axial postural tone previously reported in AT teachers underlies this novel "continuous" STS strategy by facilitating eccentric contractions during weight-shift.

Crown Copyright © 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Alexander Technique (AT) is a method to improve habitual postural and movement coordination commonly used by performing artists [1]. It is offered in the music and theatre departments at major colleges for the purpose of improving performance and preventing injury. Recent reports indicate AT is clinically beneficial for back pain [2], Parkinson’s disease [3] and balance in the elderly [4]. However, the mechanisms underlying its clinical and claimed performance improvements are poorly understood. A greater understanding of improved coordination could have broad implications for rehabilitation.

The emphasis of AT is on axial behavior, the positional and tensional relationships within the neck and trunk, during posture and movement [5]. In particular, AT aims to reduce unnecessary tension and maintain elongation along the spine, referred to as the head-neck-back relationship. Proponents consider this relationship fundamental to any clinical or performance benefit from AT [1,5].

Recently, AT has been found to alter postural tone. This was observed as a reduction of stiffness along the spine and hips in response to slowly applied torsion during unsupported stance [6]. Interestingly, this stiffness reduction resulted from an increase in the extent muscle tone dynamically adapted to yield to the applied movement. It is unclear, however, how such altered axial and proximal postural behavior may influence movement coordination. In general, the relationship between postural tone and movement coordination is not understood. In particular, the importance of regulating postural tone dynamically throughout movement has been hypothesized previously by Bernstein and others [7,8], but has not been studied to date. Populations with atypical axial postural tone, such as AT, might help elucidate how tone affects movement coordination.

AT is taught by bringing attention to one’s head-neck-back relationship and specific features of movement, such as preparation and smoothness, in various postures and movements. A primary aim is to minimize abrupt shifts in tension and position along the body axis at movement onset [1,5,9]. AT instruction uses manual guidance to increase one’s awareness of these features and facilitate the desired head-neck-back relationship. The resulting coordination is claimed to be more efficient [1,5,9]. Movements typically performed in AT include sit-to-stand (STS), stand-to-sit, knee bends, lunges and squats. Of these, only STS has been studied with AT. Jones et al. found that, for this movement, horizontal head velocity, vertical acceleration and cervical extension decreased
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following AT training [10]. This group also found the movement was perceived as smoother and lower in effort [11]. Although AT may alter STS coordination, its effect is not well characterized and the significance of the resulting coordination differences is not clear.

In the present study, we aimed to better characterize STS coordination following AT training by examining (1) the overall phasing of the STS movement, (2) features of weight-shift, because it is perceived as smoother with AT, and (3) spinal coordination, because AT emphasizes axial behavior. A preliminary version of this work has appeared previously in abstract form [12].

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

A total of 15 AT teachers (4 male, 11 female) participated in the study. AT teachers were selected as they are highly trained, spending 80% of their 1600-h training improving their own proficiency in AT. All teachers were certified by affiliates of the Society for Teachers of the Alexander Technique and had a mean age of 42.7 ± 9.1 years, height of 169.3 ± 8.5 cm, and weight of 74.5 ± 11.3 kg. The gender bias reflected that of US teachers. AT teachers had an average of 10.4 ± 9.3 years experience post-certification.

Fourteen control subjects (4 male, 10 female) were recruited to match the age, height, and weight of AT teachers: 38.1 ± 10.0 years (F1,27 = 1.15, p = 0.29), 164.7 ± 9.7 cm (F1,27 = 2.29, p = 0.14), and 70.8 ± 10.8 kg (F1,27 = 0.56, p = 0.66). All subjects were free of pain and orthopedic conditions and provided informed consent in accordance with the Oregon Health & Science University Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Experimental procedure

Subjects sat on an adjustable height backless chair with feet resting on a custom-built force plate. The chair height was adjusted to 105% of each subject’s shank height (from floor to lateral knee epicondyle). Initial foot position was adjusted so the knee angle was 85° (Fig. 1). In pilot data, we observed AT teachers to have a prolonged, monotonic weight-shift when given no specific instruction regarding how to stand up. In the present study, we instructed participants to stand up “as smoothly as possible, without using momentum”. This instruction aimed to encourage controls to mimic the gradual AT weight-shift, in order to understand whether it is simply a ‘choice’ of how to move or is difficult to perform, perhaps reflecting a more fundamental aspect of coordination. Subjects were told to start from sitting upright and to keep their arms crossed in front of their body. Subjects stood up at a self-selected speed 5 times.

2.3. Data collection

2.3.1. Kinematics

Kinematics were collected at 60 Hz using a 7-camera passive marker system (Falcon, Motion Analysis) and low-pass filtered at 6 Hz. Markers were placed bilaterally on the lateral orbital margin, tragus of the ear, posterior superior iliac spine, greater trochanter, lateral knee epicondyle, 3 cm proximal to the ankle joint along the fibula, lateral posterior calcaneus, and the head of the first metatarsal, as well as the spinal processes of C7, T4, T7, T10, L1, L4 and the midpoint of the sacral crest.

Smoothing of (θankle) was defined as the sagittal plane segment angle from C7 to sacrum relative to vertical. Ankle angle (θankle) was computed between ankle and knee markers relative to vertical averaged across both legs. Positive indicates dorsiflexion.

2.3.2. Forces

Forces were anti-alias filtered, sampled at 480 Hz and low-pass filtered at 15 Hz.

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Movement phases

STS movement phases were calculated according to Schenkman [13] as follows. Flexion-momentum phase (Phase I) began when θankle exceeded 5° of the seated value and ended when foot F2 > 100% bodyweight (Fmax). The momentum-transfer phase (Phase II) occurred between tmax and the occurrence of max(θankle). The extension phase (Phase III) occurred between max(θankle) and when θankle reached 5° of its value during stance. We did not examine the subsequent stabilization phase. To better quantify weight-transfer, we subdivided Phase I into flexion-only (Phase la) and weight-transfer (Phase lb). Phase la ended and Phase lb began when foot F2 exceeded 30% of bodyweight (BW). Phase durations were normalized by movement time (Phase I onset to Phase III cessation).

2.4.2. Monotonicity of weight-shift

Smoothing of weight transfer was examined by quantifying the monotonicity of Fz before and after weight-shift as: undershoot = 100 × (Fz(t0) − minFz)/BW; and overshoot = 100 × (maxFz − Fz(t0))/BW. This undershoot likely results from a hip flexor moment, which acts to accelerate the trunk forward and simultaneously lift the feet from the floor. Overshoot reflects the maximal leg extensor moments following seatoff.

2.4.3. Spinal angles

Spinal angles were computed between adjacent markers in the sagittal plane (e.g. θtrunk was computed between C7, T4 and T7) relative to the initial seated value. Positive indicates extension. Our pilot data revealed thoracic segments typically extended earlier than lumbar segments [14,15]. To decrease noise due to marker proximity, thoracic and lumbar angles were separately summed to obtain overall “joint” angles (θtrunk, thoracic = θC7 + θT4 + θT7 + θT10 + θL1 + θL4). Neck angle was computed between C7, ear and orbit markers, averaged bilaterally to exclude head rotation.

2.4.4. Statistics

Measures were computed for each trial and averaged across repetitions. Significant differences between groups were determined using a one-way ANOVA with α = 0.05.

3. Results

The mean duration to stand up was similar for control subjects (2.2 ± 0.9 s) and AT teachers (2.3 ± 0.5 s) (F1,27 = 0.087, p = 0.77).

![Fig. 1. Initial position and kinematic quantification. Left panel: Subjects began the movement from a standardized initial position with marker placements as shown. Middle panel: Trunk angle was calculated as the sagittal plane angle between C7 and the sacrum, relative to vertical. Right panel: The total sagittal thoracic angle (θtrunk) was obtained by adding the individual joint angles at T4, T7 and T10 computed between adjacent markers. Similarly, θlumbar was obtained by summing L1 and L4 joint angles.](image-url)
These STS durations are slightly longer than typical self-selected speeds for young adults (1.5–2 s [16,17]), likely due to the instruction to stand up as smoothly as possible without momentum.

3.1. Movement phases

Figures of STS phases are shown in Fig. 2. The mean duration of Phase Ia, prior to weight-shift onset, was smaller in AT teachers (15.8 ± 7.9%) than control subjects (20.0 ± 4.8%), but this was not statistically different (F_{1,27} = 3.01, p = 0.09). AT teachers spent a significantly longer percentage in Phase Ib (19.4 ± 5.5%), transferring weight to the feet, compared to control subjects (11.3 ± 2.5%). AT teachers also spent a significantly shorter percentage of time (6.1 ± 15.7%) in Phase II, the momentum transfer phase, than control subjects (18.1 ± 6.3%). Phase III was similar between groups (AT = 59.0 ± 18.8%; CTL = 50.0 ± 10.6%; F_{1,27} = 2.53, p = 0.12).

3.2. Weight-shift

Fig. 3A shows the transfer of weight onto the feet. Most (12/14) control subjects had a distinct decrease in Fz before weight-shift compared to the minority (3/15) of AT teachers. This undershoot differed significantly between groups (CTL = 3.7 ± 2.8% vs. AT = 1.1 ± 1.3%, F_{1,27} = 10.4, p < 0.01). In most AT teachers Fz increased monotonically and more gradually than in control subjects, corresponding to the longer Phase Ia. Following weight-shift, Fz overshoot was similar for AT teachers and controls 9.4 ± 2.6% vs. 9.1 ± 4.3%, respectively (F_{1,27} = 0.046, p = 0.83).

Fig. 3B shows Fz relative to \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \). AT subjects reached Fz = 30% BW at a lower \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \) (16.4 ± 6.3°) than control subjects (20.9 ± 2.5°, F_{1,27} = 6.19, p < 0.05). During weight-shift (Phase Ib), \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \) changed by 19.4 ± 4.2° in AT teachers, with only around half that (10.6 ± 3.9°) occurring in control subjects (F_{1,27} = 3.41, p < 0.001). Thus, AT teachers began to weight the feet earlier (relative to \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \)) and over a greater range of trunk inclination than controls.

3.3. Momentum transfer phase

Fig. 4 shows the relation between \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{ankle}} \). While controls tended to sequentially increase \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \) and then \( \theta_{\text{ankle}} \) (11/14 controls), AT teachers tended to increase these together (14/15 teachers). Additionally, following maximum \( \theta_{\text{trunk}} \), 12/14 controls increased \( \theta_{\text{ankle}} \), while 13/15 teachers reduced it. Thus, Phase II was shortened in AT teachers as \( \theta_{\text{ankle}} \) decreased, rather than increased, shortly following seat-off.

3.4. Spinal angles

Spinal angles during STS are presented in Fig. 5. The cervical and thoracic spine tended to extend prior to weight-shift during Phase I and reached maximum shortly after. In contrast maximal lumbar extension occurred during Phase III. AT teachers had less cervical movement than controls (AT max(θneck) = 2.2 ± 1.0°; CTL max(θneck) = 11.7 ± 5.4°; F1,26 = 40.88, p < 0.001) as well as less thoracic movement (AT max(θthoracic) = 3.8 ± 1.7°; CTL max(θthoracic) = 12.6 ± 4.6°; F1,27 = 82.03, p < 0.001). AT teachers also had less change in lumbar angle (max(θlumbar) = 17.0 ± 6.3°) than controls (max(θlumbar) = 25.2 ± 5.9; F1,27 = 13.00, p < 0.05). Some subjects in both groups flexed the lumbar spine around seatoff prior to extending it [15].

4. Discussion

4.1. STS coordination in AT and controls

The aim of this study was to compare the coordination of the STS movement between AT teachers and matched healthy control subjects. AT teachers had altered STS phasing, weight-shift and spinal coordination, suggesting they employ a novel strategy for this task.

4.1.1. Continuous and sequential STS strategies

AT teachers shifted their weight continuously as the trunk inclined forward, rather than at a more specific trunk angle. To our knowledge this “continuous strategy” for transferring weight has not been reported previously in adults for STS. The continuous strategy indicates that AT teachers simultaneously generate anti-gravity leg-extensor moments while solving the balance problem—bringing the center-of-mass (COM) forward over the feet. In contrast, control subjects have two distinct actions prior to weight-shift: bringing the trunk forward and then shifting weight (Fig. 3B), which we refer to as the “sequential strategy”. Continuous vs. sequential movement features are also apparent in the relationship between trunk and ankle angles (Fig. 4), which likely underlies the inter-group difference in momentum transfer duration. Because our control subjects had foot unloading and STS phase durations similar to previous reports (see Section 4.1.3), we expect that untrained adults typically employ the sequential strategy when rising from a chair. The continuous strategy theoretically requires sustained eccentric contractions in the legs and trunk (flexing the joints to bring the body forward while generating extensor moments to weight the feet), which may be a fundamental aspect of this strategy.

4.1.2. Comparison with previous STS strategy classifications

Several categorizations of STS coordination have been made to date. Such categorizations include momentum transfer vs. stabilization strategies [18], distinguished by the COM-base of support distance at seat-off, or knee vs. hip strategies [19,20], based on the maximal joint moments. Other classification schemes also exist. However, to date all reported classification schemes relate to hip angle, trunk lean and COM position at an instant in time and do not correspond to the relationship between forward trunk movement and weight-shift across time [21]. Also, because continuous and sequential strategies each occurred across a similar range of maximal trunk angles (Fig. 3B), the distinction between continuous and sequential strategies is complementary to existing classification schemes.

4.1.3. Previous reports of weight-shift in untrained subjects

The weight-shift (Phase Ib) of AT teachers occurred over roughly twice the proportion of the STS action (19.4%) compared with either our matched controls (11.3%) or healthy untrained adults reported previously. In previous reports the weight-shift duration was measured to be 9.5% ([22], Fig. 6) and 9.6% [19] of the total STS duration, and can be calculated from other available data to be 8.5% (c.f. Fig. 2 in [23]) and 12.0% (c.f. Fig. 6 in [24]). In other studies that did not report this phase duration, weight-shift typically occurs over a short time (e.g. [13,25]), in contrast to the prolonged weight transfer in AT teachers.

The foot unloading prior to weight-shift in our control subjects is also typically observed in other untrained healthy adults [13,22–29]. Thus, control subjects appear to use greater hip flexor moments to stand. A smooth monotonic weight shift, as occurred in AT teachers, has also been reported in 4–5 year old children [30]. Interestingly, proponents of AT consider children of this age to be especially well-coordinated, based on their head-neck-back relationship [1].

4.2. Axial STS coordination and axial postural tone

It is interesting that control subjects reported difficulty weighting their feet smoothly while standing up. We suspect this difficulty arises from the conflict between leg extensor torques that weight the feet and leg flexion required to move the COM forward. AT teachers’ near-isometric spinal behavior would act mechanically to maximize power transmission through the spine and pelvis during weight-shift. This would facilitate transferring forward trunk momentum to overcome (i.e., perform positive work on) hip and knee extensors while they generate moments to weight the feet, thus maintaining forward COM movement to solve the balance constraint. This could help AT teachers to perform the continuous STS strategy.

It is possible that the atypical postural tone previously observed in AT teachers [6] could help to solve these tasks simultaneously. For the hip, teachers’ low stiffness would reduce the energy absorbed eccentrically in this joint during weight-shift. Low hip stiffness could also reduce the forward trunk velocity used to stand up, explaining the prolonged AT weight-shift. For controls, greater hip stiffness could explain their $F_z$ undershoot, as this group might need more energy to move the body forward.

The relationship between AT teachers’ minimal spinal bending and low stiffness in the neck and trunk [6] is less obvious. Other studies have reported spinal movement during STS similar to our control group [14,15], suggesting that AT teachers’ lack of spinal movement is atypical. This seems paradoxical as we would expect lower axial stiffness to result in greater spinal movement. One possibility is that teachers’ axial resistance to flexion and extension (i.e. during STS) differs from that previously measured in torsion. However, this would be surprising as many muscles stretched during torsion would also be stretched during flexion and extension. Another possibility is that AT teachers’ heightened dynamic tone modulation acts to precisely counteract the changing axial loads during STS. This would require a change in sign so that it resists spinal movement rather than yielding to it. In support of this possibility, AT procedures practice both resistance and compliance [1].

4.3. AT STS coordination and AT theory

The lower spinal bending we observed and that was reported previously for the neck [10] are consistent with the elongated head-neck-back relationship proposed by AT [1,5]. Because minimizing spinal bending would facilitate power transfer through the complex trunk structure, the AT head–neck–back relationship might generally serve to transfer trunk momentum and work performed on the trunk to the limbs. It is notable that the primary movements in AT (knee bends, squats, lunges, stand-to-sit, as well as STS—the so-called procedures of mechanical advantage [11]) all involve flexing leg joints while they provide antigravity support. Thus, transferring mechanical energy to these joints to drive eccentric contractions may be a fundamental principle of AT.

For AT, the smaller force undershoot, momentum-transfer duration, head velocity and acceleration [10] as well as perceived effort [11] are consistent with AT claims of lower energy expenditure [1,5]. However, this is not yet clear. In addition, the early force undershoot observed in controls, to generate forward momentum, may correspond to the undesired movement preparation within AT [1,5].

It is possible that the continuous S2S strategy could help impaired populations rise from a chair, such as the elderly or those with Parkinson’s disease. More generally, however, the features that we hypothesize to underlie AT coordination, i.e. increased ability to drive eccentric contractions and transfer power through the trunk, may constitute basic motor skills that are not specific to STS. In this case, AT coordination could plausibly provide functional benefit for other tasks such as stair climbing or skilled performance.

5. Conclusions

We found that AT teachers raise themselves from a chair with altered movement coordination compared to matched control subjects. In particular, AT teachers had a prolonged weight-shift duration, shorter momentum transfer phase and reduced spinal movement resulting in continuous weight shift onto the feet as they inclined the trunk forwards. We hypothesize that decreased leg stiffness and increased power transmission through the spine enable this continuous STS strategy. Future studies are necessary to understand whether features of AT STS coordination are beneficial, from a performance or clinical standpoint, and whether they generalize to other motor behaviors, particularly those not explicitly practiced in AT.
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